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officer safety have not been reasonably

needed".

"Attention must also be directed toward

addressed.

officer safety issues. Efforts to establish
Highlights and quotes:

At the same time the IG's report on the Icon

► "Most of the efforts of the Bureaus have

Parks, and management's disorganization
in response to terrorist threats, was
released, his Progress Report was also

been targeted at acquiring background
investigations and management training
for their non-law enforcement managers
overseeing law enforcement programs.
Even still, a considerable percentage of
managers still lack the backgrounds and
training one year after the directive was
issued. In addition, little progress has
been made in implementing accountability

released. The former report got a lot of
press notice and several articles have been
posted on the Lodge website and
discussion board, also at the web site. The

Progress Report received little media
attention. Perhaps that is because progress

is being made and officer safety, as we are
all too aware, is not newsworthy unless a
ranger gets killed.
The crux of the progress seems almost
entirely due to the efforts of the Office of

measures that will address the deficiencies
noted in our assessment".
»• "In our 2002 assessment we noted that

some staffing shortages are very
recognizable and pose a clear safety risk
to law enforcement officers. We believe

Lodge says thanks and best
wishes to Greg Jackson
Greg Jackson, twice president of the US
Rangers Lodge, former secretary and
treasurer of the old Western Lodge,
former editor of the Protection Ranger
newsletter, and now Vice President of

our Lodge will be leaving the field
ranger ranks to accept a position at
FLETC. As a newly minted WASO
employee, Greg is stepping down as
Vice President to avoid any appearance
of conflict of interest.

Law Enforcement and Security [OLES]

that the law enforcement programs have

that finally has nearly a full staff and is
riding herd on the agencies within the
department. All agencies are making

fallen short in immediately addressing the

In my opinion, it will be impossible to
replace Brother Jackson. Not only has

existing

he been a tireless worker and advocate

staffing

shortages

as

recommended by our office and as

progress - finally - although "the overall

directed by the Secretary. As a result, the

pace of reform has been slow-moving,
primarily caused by early resistance to the
Secretary's directives". The IG pointed out
that of his 25 directives, 8 have been fully

risk to law enforcement officers remains

implemented and the remaining 17 range

from limited progress to reasonable
progress. Unfortunately, in the NPS and
other agencies, the directives relating to

significant.

This

is

the

one

recommendation and directive ^^dlere we

used the term 'immediately.' Obviously,
that thought has been lost on the
Bureaus."

Directive 13 stated: Bureaus will reduce

dependence on part-time collateral duty
and seasonal law enforcement officers."
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[The] NPS has been categorized as
demonstrating inadequate progress
because no formal plans have been
submitted for review. Additionally, both
seasonal and permanent positions have
DECLINED [emphasis added] since our
2002 assessment"

"Accountability for law enforcement
programs and personnel remains to be

adequately addressed. Preliminary efforts
to require non-law enforcement managers
background investigations and training is
only a start and not the only effort

for commissioned rangers, he has been
the one of the Lodge's main fount of
ideas. Whenever a problem arose that
we felt was intractable, the membership
could count on Greg to offer a solution
and a course of action. To say Greg
will be missed by the Lodge is an
understatement but it's as close as we

can come to stating the truth. Greg's
career so far has taken him to Yosemite,

Lake Mead, Olympic, SantaMonicaand
Bryce.

So, Greg, thanks for ail you have done
for the Lodge and park rangers in
general, we wish you the best of luck
and happiness at FLETC and we can
assure the manager there that the best of
our organization is coming to FLETC's
staff.

On behalf of the membership,
Randall Kendrick

